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Surface diffusion of long chainlike molecules: The role of memory effects
and stiffness on effective diffusion barriers
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We study the coverage dependence of surface diffusion for chainlike molecules by the
fluctuating-bond model with a Monte Carlo dynamics. The model includes short-ranged excluded
volume interactions between different chains as well as an intrachain bond angle potential to
describe the chain stiffness. Our primary aim is to consider the role played by chain stiffness and the
resulting memory effects in tracer diffusion, and in particular their role in the effective tracer
diffusion barrierEA

T extracted from the well-known Arrhenius form. We show that the memory
effects in tracer diffusion become more pronounced at an increasing coverage as a result of packing
requirements. Increasing the chain flexibility furthermore has the same overall effect as increasing
the chain length, namely, they both increaseEA

T . We then analyze the influence of memory effects
onEA

T and find that, for a single diffusing chain, about 20% ofEA
T arises from temperature variations

in the memory effects, while only the remaining part comes from thermally activated chain segment
movements. At a finite coverage, the memory contribution inEA

T is even larger and is typically about
20%–40%. Further studies with chains of different lengths lead to a conclusion that, for a single
diffusing chain, the memory contribution inEA

T decreases along with an increasing chain length and
is almost negligible in the case of very long chains. Finally, we close this work by discussing our
results in light of recent experimental work as regards surface diffusion of long DNA molecules on
a biological interface. ©2000 American Institute of Physics.@S0021-9606~00!70110-3#
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I. INTRODUCTION

Surface diffusion plays a fundamental role in vario
physically and technologically important processes such
chemical reactions in the purification of exhaust gases
surface growth for the semiconductor industry.1,2 Increasing
effort has therefore been devoted to understand the b
principles that govern diffusion.1–3 In the case of diffusion of
single atoms at very low coverages, significant steps forw
have indeed been made. One example of this progress i
experimental4,5 and simulation work5,6 that has established
considerable understanding of various mechanisms by w
single atoms diffuse on solid surfaces. However, in spite
the progress in the single-atom case, much less is kn
about surface diffusion of more complex particles such
chainlike molecules. This is mainly due to the complexity
these molecules, which gives rise to complex diffusi
mechanisms that involve coupled translational and rotatio
degrees of freedom as well as a strong dependence on
molecular size, molecular shape, the coverage, and the
match between the molecule and the surface.7–18 Most work
done so far7–16 has focused on the diffusion properties
short, single molecules. Nevertheless, it should be stre
that in various technologically important processes that
volve thin films, such as lubrication and coating, one is
terested in many-chain diffusion of long molecules, which
obviously a much more complicated issue.

Of special interest has also been the temperature de
4730021-9606/2000/112(10)/4731/8/$17.00
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dence of the tracer diffusion coefficient, which is charact
ized by the diffusion barrierEA

T extracted from an Arrhenius
analysis. Molecular dynamics simulations7–9,11,12,16,17and
experiments19–22have revealed that diffusion of short chai
like molecules can often be described by the Arrhenius
scription. Unfortunately, however, the actualmicroscopic
origins of the effective activation barrier are poorly unde
stood. Supposedly the diffusion barrier is somehow relate
interactions between the chain and the substrate as we
interactions between the chains themselves. However, s
consecutive displacements of chain segments are corre
and these dynamical correlations~memory effects! are tem-
perature dependent,23 the memory effects are also contribu
ing to the diffusion barrier. In real systems all these differe
contributions are mixed altogether, and therefore a mic
scopic interpretation ofEA

T is very difficult to make, if pos-
sible at all. In this respect, studies of model systems
provide a great deal of insight into the understanding of
diffusion barriers.

The purpose of this work is to systematically consid
the surface diffusion of long chainlike molecules over a wi
coverage range. Our primary aim is to assess the importa
of memory effects in the diffusion barriers of chains, who
stiffness is varied between stiff and flexible regimes. Ob
ously, this would be a very tedious task if done by molecu
dynamics. The fluctuation-bond model24,25 employed here,
however, suits for this purpose very well. In this model,
1 © 2000 American Institute of Physics
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4732 J. Chem. Phys., Vol. 112, No. 10, 8 March 2000 T. Hjelt and I. Vattulainen
number of structural units~corresponding to the persistenc
length! in a real linear molecule are replaced with a sing
model segment, which allows an efficient mapping25,26 from
a real chain to a coarse-grained model system. We em
this model to a study of tracer diffusion via Monte Car
simulations, when the chain stiffness is controlled by an
trachain bond-angle potential. Using a formal decomposit
of the tracer diffusion coefficientDT ,23,27we then extract the
contribution of memory effects from the data as contained
the corresponding correlation factor. For stiff as well as fle
ible chains, we find the memory effects to manifest the
selves as back-correlations; i.e., after an initial movemen
chain segment tends to move backwards towards its prev
site. This effect increases in the presence of other cha
which leads to an overall conclusion that the memory effe
become more important with an increasing coverage. As
as the temperature dependence of memory effects is
cerned, we find its role to be most pronounced in flexi
chains. In this case, up to about 40% of the effective dif
sion barrierEA

T of tracer diffusion arises from temperatu
variations in the memory effects, while only the remaini
part comes from thermally activated chain segment mo
ments. In stiff chains, the memory contribution inEA

T is less
pronounced but still of the order of 20%. Further studies w
chains of different lengths indicate that the memory con
bution in EA

T also depends on the chain length. In both fle
ible and stiff chains, this contribution decreases along w
an increasing chain length and is almost negligible in
limit of very long chains. Finally, we close this work b
discussing our results in light of recent experimental da28

as regards two-dimensional~2D! diffusion of very long DNA
molecules on biological interfaces.

II. MODEL POLYMER SYSTEM

We consider a model of long chainlike molecules
smooth surfaces. The chains are modeled by the t
dimensional fluctuating-bond~FB! model,24,25 in which the
flat substrate is discretized such that each of the segm
occupies four lattice sites, whose double occupancy is
bidden. The coverage is therefore defined asu
[4NNFB /L2, whereN is the number of chains andL is the
linear size of the system.NFB is the number of segments i
each chain~monodisperse case!, which in this work is varied
between 3 and 100.29 Studies at a finite coverage were ca
ried out withNFB55, while longer chains were examined
the case of a single diffusing chain~see Sec. IV C!. Periodic
boundary conditions are employed. The bond lengthsbl ~be-
tween two neighboring segments in a chain! are allowed to
vary in the range 2<bl<A13 in lattice units, where the up
per limit prevents bonds from crossing each other. W
these restrictions each segment can occupy 36 different
tice sites and there are 28 different bond anglesfP@0,p!,
thus yielding a reasonable approximation for the continu
behavior.25 Furthermore, in the limit of only a single poly
mer, the tracer diffusion follows Rouse dynamics~DT

;1/NFB , describing polymer motion in the absence of h
drodynamic interactions and entanglements!, as desired.30

Being also numerically very efficient, it is no wonder that t
Downloaded 05 Feb 2010 to 192.38.67.112. Redistribution subject to AIP
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FB model has been successfully applied to a number of p
lems in many-chain systems,25 including studies of dynamic
quantities such as diffusion and viscosity.26,31–33

Concerning the interactions, the exclusion rules lead
an entropic repulsion between the polymers and to a co
age dependence of the collective diffusion coefficient,32,33 in
agreement with experimental observations for some poly
systems.34,35 In this work, we have complemented the excl
sion effects by adding directintrachain interactionsthat
govern thestiffnessof a chain. To this end, we have used t
following Hamiltonian:

Heff

kBT
52

J

kBT (
i 51

N

(
j 51

NFB22

cosf i , j , ~1!

where J is the interaction strength, and the cosine is e
pressed in terms of the anglef i , j between neighboring bond
j ~from segmentj to j 11! and j 11 ~from segmentj 11 to
j 12! of chain i such thatf i , j50 if the two bonds are in
parallel. Dynamics is introduced in the model by Metropo
moves of single segments, with a probability of accepta
min@e2DHe f f /kBT,1#, whereDHeff is the energy difference be
tween final and initial configurations for acceptable mov
for which site exclusion and bond length restrictions must
satisfied. Use of Metropolis moves to simulate dynamics
been criticized in the past because this technique does
possess all the mathematical properties required to gene
completely realistic dynamics.36 In this regard, the Kawasak
dynamics would be preferable36 although its acceptance rat
is not as high as the one in Metropolis dynamics. Therefo
to make sure that the Metropolis dynamics chosen in
work is a justified approach to study qualitative aspects
the motion of chainlike particles, we have repeated some
the calculations for tracer diffusion using Kawasaki dyna
ics. We have found that this approach gives results qua
tively consistent with those obtained by Metropolis moves37

The time scale in the simulations is defined as o
Monte Carlo step~MCS!, during which one attempts to
move each segment of all chains once on the average.
transitions are between nearest neighbor sites. The sim
tions were started from a random initial configuration
which all exclusion rules and bond length restrictions a
satisfied. The system was then equilibrated with largeJ/kBT
by letting the system evolve for a long time, during whic
we followed the temporal decay of various quantities~such
as the end-to-end distance of chains and the energy of
system! towards their equilibrium values. Typically abou
104MC steps were needed to get to equilibrium, although
practice considerably larger equilibration times were us
~especially for largeNFB and largeu!. The configuration ob-
tained in this fashion was then used as an initial configu
tion in a system with smallerJ/kBT, which in turn was
equilibrated in a similar way.

In the present study we will concentrate on the covera
dependence ofDT ~defined in Sec. IV! with various degrees
of stiffness, which is essentially determined by the ra
J/kBT. For large values ofJ/kBT, the chain acts like a rigid
rod, while small values correspond to a flexible chain wh
is acting like a self-avoiding random walk. Further decrea
of J/kBT to its negative region leads to a collapsed chain.
 license or copyright; see http://jcp.aip.org/jcp/copyright.jsp
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4733J. Chem. Phys., Vol. 112, No. 10, 8 March 2000 Surface diffusion of long chainlike molecules
the simulations, we fix the temperature to a certain va
~say,kBT51! and then vary the chain stiffness in terms ofJ.
In studies of Arrhenius behavior with various degrees
chain stiffness, in turn,J is held constant whilekBT is
slightly varied around its chosen value.

We now wish to comment on a few practical choic
made in the present model approach. The key point is
simplify the system as much as possible, since otherw
studies of dynamic quantities such as the diffusion coe
cient in a many-chain system with long chains would sim
be out of reach. Therefore, the first choice we have mad
to neglect direct interchain interactions. This assumption
in accord with experimental studies ofn-alkanes,19–21where
one concluded that interchain interactions are relativ
weak. The second simplification concerns the absence o
teraction between the substrate and the adsorbate. This i
a major problem either, however, since for long chain m
ecules the mismatch between the molecule and the subs
becomes so pronounced that the substrate potential fe
the chain molecule becomes less and less corrugated.11,12,15,16

This is often the case in physisorption systems, and it
also been observed in cluster diffusion on a solid substra38

The adsorption of segments of long chains is therefore d
calized, which in the present model is reflected in the f
that the lattice sites occupied by the segments do not co
spond to real adsorption sites but are rather an effective
resentation of the chain motion on a plane.39

We conclude that the present approach of using the
model in characterizing the tracer diffusion process does
account for all microscopic degrees of freedom but is
coarse-grained approach, whose aim is to describegeneric
featuresof diffusion of many-chain systems in a relative
simple and efficient manner.

III. STATIC PROPERTIES

This section is concerned with static properties of ch
structures that arise from the Hamiltonian in Eq.~1!. Thus
we aim to analyze the phase behavior, which then acts
basis for understanding the dynamics discussed in Sec
We expect that the absence of interchain interactions in
Hamiltonian leads to a liquidlike phase, which is charact
ized by positional disorder of the chains. However, just l
in liquid crystals or Langmuir monolayers, the orientation
order of single chains at high coverages may lead to or
tational ordering even in a liquidlike system.

To characterize the order of individual chains, we co
sider the orientational order parameter,

S[
1

NFB22 (
j 51

NFB22

^2 cos2 f j2Slim&, ~2!

wheref j is an angle between bondsj and j 11 in a chain,
and^& denotes a configuration average at a coverage stud
The quantitySlim is the athermal limit of̂ 2 cos2 fj&. In con-
tinuous systems with no self-avoidance between chain
ments,Slim is simply one. In the present discrete case, ho
ever, one obtains a coverage dependentSlim which needs to
be calculated separately. This guarantees thatS50 for ran-
Downloaded 05 Feb 2010 to 192.38.67.112. Redistribution subject to AIP
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dom orientations in the limitJ/kBT→0. For perfectly linear
chains we getS51 after a proper normalization of Eq.~2!.

Results shown in Fig. 1 confirm our expectation that t
orientational order of single chains is mainly determined
the ratioJ/kBT. This is in agreement with a previous study,40

in which one used a harmonic bending potential to stu
semiflexible polymers. This approach@of replacing cosfi,j in
Eq. ~1! with f i , j

2 # relatesJ/kBT to the persistence length o
single chains, which indeed is a measure of orientatio
order of single chains. We find that, for stiff chains, an i
crease in the coverage leads to an increase inS. It is plausible
that this is due to orientational ordering of different chain
which tend to pack themselves in a regular fashion, and
supported by configuration snapshots in Fig. 2. The beha
is different in the case of flexible chains, whereS tends to
decrease slightly vsu. This seems to be a fingerprint of ver
flexible chains that tend towards a rounded shape, sinceSlim

is also found to decrease with an increasing coverage. N
ertheless, in both limits we find that the tight packing su
presses thermal fluctuations in chain conformations and
affects the orientational order parameter. Therefore, it is r
sonable to expect that these packing requirements also i
ence interchain orientations. This idea is quantified by
orientational correlation function.

C~r ![^2 cos2 a21&, ~3!

wherea is an angle between the backbones of two disti
chains, whose centers of mass are a distancer apart.C(r )
thus describes the decay of interchain orientational orde
distance. Results forC(r ) are consistent with previous con
clusions, namely,C(r ) of flexible chains decays very rapidl
and the orientational order between different chains dies
the more rapidly the larger is the coverage. In stiff chains,
the other hand,~short-range! orientational order is consider
ably more pronounced and it increases with an increas
coverage. To quantify these results in a simple manner,
show in Fig. 3 the correlation lengthj as extracted from the
asymptotic ~intermediate! behavior C(r );exp@2(r/j)2#.41

This allows us to summarize the present section by conc
ing that there are two distinctly different regions. For st
chains, orientational order becomes more pronounced w
an increasing coverage, while flexible chains favor a
crease in order. Both regions are yet liquidlike.

FIG. 1. Results for the orientational order parameterS of single chains vs
coverageu, when the chain stiffness is controlled in terms of the ratioJ/kBT
from the flexible regime (J/kBT51.25) to the stiff one (J/kBT55).
 license or copyright; see http://jcp.aip.org/jcp/copyright.jsp
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In the remaining part of this work, we study coverag
u<0.6 in which these conclusions are valid.

IV. TRACER DIFFUSION OF CHAINLIKE MOLECULES

We consider the motion of a single tagged chain in
presence of other chains as a function of the coverageu. For
fixed coverage in the hydrodynamic regime, it is charac
ized by the tracer diffusion coefficient1

DT5 lim
t→`

1

4Nt (
i 51

N

^ur i~ t !2r i~0!u2&, ~4!

FIG. 2. Demonstrative configuration snapshots of the model polymer
tem at a coverage~a! u50.10 and~b! u50.60, with two degrees of flexibility
~J/kBT51.25 andJ/kBT55! when the number of segments is chosen
NFB55. Note that the figures are snapshots of a larger system and
periodic boundary conditions are not seen correctly.

FIG. 3. Results for the correlation lengthj as it comes from the interchain
orientational correlation functionC(r ) with NFB55. The results forj are
given in lattice units.
Downloaded 05 Feb 2010 to 192.38.67.112. Redistribution subject to AIP
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which accounts for all the diffusing chainsi 51,...,N, and is
defined in terms of their center-of-mass positionsr i(t) at
time t. We note that in generalDT is a tensor quantity. Since
diffusion in this system is isotropic, we use a simple sca
notation.

Within the lattice-gas description, which is the case
the FB model, a formally exact way of describing the te
perature and coverage dependent tracer diffusion coeffic
DT(u,T) is to write it as42–44

DT~u,T!5
a2

4
G~u,T! f T~u,T!, ~5!

where a[1 is the length of individual~nearest neighbor!
displacements andG(u,T) is the average transition rate o
the center-of-mass of a chain. In other words, given a ch
whose individual segments attempt to make displacemen
neighboring sites,G is their average success probability.39

The term f T(u,T) is a correlation factor containingall
memory effects that arise from intrachain and interchain
teractions, and essentially describes the extent of correlat
between transitions, when the chain moves by a serie
local chain displacements. In previous studies, substrate
brations have also been shown to give rise to memory eff
that affect the motion of a single adatom such that it can
longer be considered as a simple random walk.45,46Since the
substrate is static within the lattice-gas approach, th
memory effects are not included inf T(u,T).

The correlation factorf T is very difficult to calculate
analytically for an interacting system, and thus numeri
simulations have usually been employed~see discussion and
references in Ref. 27!. The approximation wheref T[1 is
called the dynamical mean field~DMF! theory for DT .33,44

This corresponds to a situation where all movements of ch
segments are completely uncorrelated. In previous stu
for athermal chains and in the presence of a direct attrac
interaction between different chains, we have found33 that
the DMF approximation yields a qualitatively correct d
scription for the collective diffusion coefficient,1–3,43 while
in tracer diffusion the DMF approach does not work as we
Here we use the decomposition in Eq.~5! to estimate the
importance of actual memory effects via the correlation f
tor f T and the importance of memory effects in the effecti
diffusion barriers.

A. Overall behavior of DT and memory effects

The tracer diffusion coefficientDT and the rateG were
numerically computed throughout the coverage range w
various ratiosJ/kBT. The results forDT and a2G/4 are
shown in Figs. 4~a! and 4~b!. We first observe thatDT de-
creases with increasing coverage. This behavior simply
flects the blocking effect of sites occupied by other cha
and is in agreement with recent molecular dynamics simu
tions of n-butane17,18 and n-hexane18 molecules, and with
experiments on 2D diffusion of DNA oligonucleotides o
coated glass plates.47,48 Another and more interesting obse
vation is thatDT and the DMF approximationa2G/4 are not
in good agreement. This implies that the memory effects
the present case are of great importance. This is reflecte
the correlation factorf T shown in Fig. 4~c!. Unlike in the

s-

us
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4735J. Chem. Phys., Vol. 112, No. 10, 8 March 2000 Surface diffusion of long chainlike molecules
case of adatom diffusion, wheref T tends to one in the low-
coverage limitu→0,27 heref T is very small even in the limit
of a single diffusing chain. This is an indication of memo
effects as they arise from the correlated motion of individ
segments in a single chain. The connectivity of chain s
ments therefore governs their motion considerably. As
coverage is increased, we furthermore find from Fig. 4~c!
that the correlation factorf T decreases monotonously an
thus the memory effects become more and more importa

The underlying mechanism that gives rise to the mem
effect is the back-correlation principle observed also in p
vious studies for similar model systems.49,50 The back-
correlation mechanism originates from an idea that, after
initial displacement by some diffusing particle, a backwa
displacement of the particle is more likely than jumps
other sites. Based on various cases where this mechanism
been observed,17,27,49–51it is plausible that it is a generic
feature of dissipative 2D systems. Further studies regard
this idea and the related power-law decay of velocity cor
lations are currently in progress.50

B. Memory effects in the effective diffusion barriers

A convenient way to analyze the temperature dep
dence of the diffusion coefficient is to fit it to the activate
Arrhenius form, which has been found to describe the s
face diffusion data of short chainlike molecules reasona
well in various experimental19–21 and simulation7–9,11,12,16,17

FIG. 4. ~a! Results for the coverage dependence of the tracer diffus
coefficientDT with various degrees of chain stiffness~J/kBT ranging from
1.25 to 5!. ~b! Corresponding results for the DMF approximationa2G/4, and
~c! the resulting correlation factorf T @see Eq.~5!#. Results for the atherma
case (J/kBT→0) are also given for comparison purposes.
Downloaded 05 Feb 2010 to 192.38.67.112. Redistribution subject to AIP
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studies. In this context, it is often assumed that the effec
activation barrierEA

T of tracer diffusion arises entirely from
the thermally activated nature of chain movements. Ho
ever, one needs to keep in mind that the diffusion proc
arises from the motion of various individual chain segmen
whose displacements are obviously correlated as is evi
from the previous section. Therefore, the temperature dep
dence of the corresponding correlation factorf T(u,T) results
in an additional contribution toEA

T . This is indeed the case
in our model system as shown in Fig. 4~c!, where f T dem-
onstrates a significant dependence on the chain flexibility
J/kBT ~note the differences between adjacent curves!.

To characterize the importance of memory effects in
observed activation barriers, we follow the common pract
in defining the effective tracer diffusion barrierEA

T as the
local slope ofDT in an Arrhenius plot,

EA
T~u![2

]

]~1/kBT!
ln DT~u,T!. ~6!

In a similar fashion, we define a displacement rate bar
EA

G(u) as the local slope of lnG(u) vs 1/kBT. Within the
lattice-gas description, the effective tracer diffusion barr
therefore comes from two distinct sources,

EA
T5EA

G1EA
f T, ~7!

where it needs to be emphasized thatEA
f T should not be in-

terpreted as an actual ‘‘activation barrier,’’ sincef T is not a
thermally activated quantity. Rather,EA

f T just describes the
temperature dependence of the correlation factor.

The effective barriersEA
T andEA

G are shown in Figs. 5~a!
and 5~b! with various degrees of flexibility. The qualitativ
similarity betweenEA

T andEA
G is evident, but so is also thei

quantitative disagreement. This difference is entirely due
the memory effects.

As shown in Fig. 5~c!, the role of memory effects inEA
T

is most important in flexible chains at finite coverages. Th
we find that up to about 40% of the effective barrierEA

T

comes from the memory contribution, which arises fro
temperature variations inf T @see Fig. 4~c!#. Even in the limit
of just a single diffusing chain, the memory contribution
the effective barrierEA

T is about 15%, which highlights the
importance of intrachain correlations in the motion of
chain. In the case of stiff chains, the memory effects
playing a less significant role. Then the contribution due
memory effects inEA

T is approximately about 20%, althoug
its coverage dependence is rather strong.

The importance of memory effects in the tracer diffusi
barrier raises an interesting question of how well th
memory contribution can be traced back to the coverage
pendence of the correlation factorf T . This idea is supported
by recent studies in a system of single adatoms diffusing
a solid substrate, where the results indeed suggest tha
contribution of memory effects inEA

T directly correlates with
the coverage dependence off T .23,27However, there is reason
to stress that the memory contribution inEA

T describes the
temperature dependenceof memory effects, and therefor
the connection is far from trivial. It turns out that inflexible
chainsthe memory contribution inEA

T increases with an in-

n
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creasing coverage@see Fig. 5~c!#, in agreement with results
in Fig. 4~c!, where the behavior off T implies that the
memory effects become more pronounced at an increa
coverage. Forstiff chains, the same idea works well in th
single-chain limit~u→0!, where the memory effects in stif
chains are stronger than those in flexible ones@see Fig. 4~c!#.
However, as the coverage increases, it turns out that
picture does not suffice to explain the situation complete
Namely, as Fig. 5~c! reveals, there is a crossover arou
u'0.10 above which the temperature dependence of mem
effects is most prominent in flexible chains. This demo
strates that, in general, the coverage and the temperatur
pendence of memory effects are not directly coupled
rather depend on the thermodynamic conditions in quest

Results above demonstrate that the effective tracer
fusion barrierEA

T is indeed a very complex quantity an
within the present model description, arises from two disti
sources. In addition to the contributionEA

G due to thermally
activated displacement processes, there is also anothe
portant contribution arising from temperature depend
memory effects. This makes the interpretation ofEA

T very
difficult even in simple adsorption systems, and obviou
even more complicated in systems where complex parti
such as chainlike molecules are diffusing on a plane.

To understand the behavior of the effective diffusi
barriers in a bit more detail, we briefly discuss the interp
tation of EA

G , which in the present case originates from i
trachain interactions only.52 To start with, we make the usua

FIG. 5. The effective barriers of~a! EA
T and~b! EA

G vs the coverageu with a
few degrees of flexibilityJ/kBT. ~c! Corresponding results for the relativ
importance of memory effects in the tracer diffusion barrier as character
by @EA

T2EA
G#/EA

T .
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assumption that there is some activation process whose
rier is mostly dominatingEA

G ,23,27,53 which hence provides
some qualitative information of predominant interaction
Now, we first note from Fig. 5~b! that the effective rate bar
rier of flexible chains is larger than the corresponding bar
of stiff chains. Based on the Hamiltonian in Eq.~1!, this
suggests that the motion of stiff chains does not involve la
conformational changes but the chains prefer to main
their rodlike shape and instantaneous rate barriers are
relatively small~see the snapshots in Fig. 2!. The motion of
flexible chains with a curved shape, on the other hand, d
involve large conformational changes whose instantane
barriers are relatively large. The behavior of rate barriers
the present model system is therefore related to the orie
tional ordering of single chains, and is supported by the
sults in Fig. 5~b!. For example,EA

G of very flexible chains
increases monotonously as a function of coverage, wh
implies that the chains become more bent with an increas
coverage, in agreement with conclusions made in Sec.
However, we wish to emphasize that although chain orien
tional order and rate barriers seem to be related, it is not c
whether this idea works in systems where direct interch
interactions are of importance.

C. Effect of varying the chain length

We close this section by briefly discussing the effect
chain length on the effective diffusion barriers. In Figs. 6~a!
and 6~b!, we show the barriersEA

T and EA
G for a single dif-

d

FIG. 6. The effective barriers of~a! EA
T and~b! EA

G vs chain lengthNFB with
a few degrees of flexibilityJ/kBT. Here the results are for a single diffusin
chain only.~c! Corresponding results for the relative importance of memo
effects in the tracer diffusion barrier as characterized by@EA

T2EA
G#/EA

T .
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fusing chain~in the zero-coverage limitu→0! vs the chain
lengthNFB . It turns out that the behavior of flexible and sti
chains is qualitatively very similar. In both cases, the barri
increase monotonously with an increasing chain length
converge to some limiting value, which depends onJ/kBT.
Increasing the chain length therefore has the same effe
increasing the chain flexibility. This result is consistent w
previous molecular dynamics simulations7,8,12,15,16and ex-
perimental work19 for short n-alkanes~up to n-octane!, al-
though a deviation from a monotonously increasing trend
the effective tracer diffusion barrier has also be
observed.15,16One suggested explanation for this deviation
a change in the diffusion mechanism, when the chain len
exceeds some critical value.15 If this is the case, then the
interactions between the substrate and the chain are cle
important. This aspect is not included in the present mo
system and could therefore explain the slight difference.

As far as the memory contribution inEA
T is concerned,

results in Fig. 6~c! show that it is most prominent in stif
chains. Even in this case, however, the memory contribu
decreases rather rapidly as the number of chain segmen
increased, and converges to a value of a few percent at
large chain lengths. This result can be related to previ
observations for collective diffusion of similar chains,33,44

where one studied the center-of-mass diffusion of the wh
system and found that the corresponding memory effects
weak. In a similar fashion, the motion of distinct segments
a long chain is only weakly coupled, and thus the dynam
correlations in the center-of-mass motion of a single ch
cancel to a large degree. This trend is most evident in fl
ible chains~with smallJ/kBT! as the results in Fig. 6~c! also
demonstrate. It is also intriguing to compare these result
recent experiments on 2D diffusion of DNA molecules.28 In
this study, Maier and Ra¨dler found that conformations o
DNA molecules bound to a fluidlike lipid bilayer supporte
on a glass substrate can be characterized by a 2D
avoiding random walk, and that the tracer diffusion of the
molecules follows Rouse dynamics (DT;1/NFB). These ob-
servations are fully consistent with the approach used in
work for smallJ/kBT. Therefore, we can use our results
conclude that, for a single very long DNA molecule diffu
ing on a plane, the memory effects are not playing a sign
cant role in the tracer diffusion barrier. The importance
memory effects in the diffusion barrier of similar chains a
large coverage remains to be studied.54

V. SUMMARY AND DISCUSSION

To summarize, we have studied the coverage dep
dence of surface diffusion for chainlike molecules by
model, which includes short-ranged excluded volume in
actions between different chains as well as an intrach
bond angle potential to describe the chain stiffness. We h
focused on the role played by chain stiffness and the res
ing memory effects in tracer diffusion, and in particular stu
ied their importance in the effective tracer diffusion barr
EA

T extracted from the Arrhenius form. We have found th
the memory effects in tracer diffusion become more p
nounced at an increasing coverage for both stiff and flex
Downloaded 05 Feb 2010 to 192.38.67.112. Redistribution subject to AIP
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chains. Increasing the chain flexibility has been found
have the same overall effect as increasing the chain len
namely, they both increaseEA

T . More detailed studies ofEA
T

have revealed that only a certain part of the tracer diffus
barrier arises from thermally activated chain segment d
placements. Another important contribution comes from
temperature dependence of memory effects, which in
zero-coverage limit is found to be about 20% ofEA

T . This
memory contribution is coverage dependent and can be
large as about 20%–40% at large coverages. However
note that the memory contribution in the tracer diffusion b
rier also depends on the chain length and tends to decr
with an increasing chain length. For very long chains, su
as in 2D diffusion of long DNA molecules, our results ther
fore give support to an idea that the memory contribution
very small and the effective tracer diffusion barrier is as
ciated with thermally activated chain motions.

We wish to note that, in the present model approach,
substrate has been assumed to be static. The memory e
we have studied have therefore arised from intrachain
interchain interactions only. In general, however, there
also another source of memory effects that arises fr
chain–substrate interactions. Namely, if the substrate
ticles move on a time scale that is comparable to the t
scale of diffusive chains, then the two time scales canno
separated and the substrate–chain interactions can give
to additional memory effects that influence the motion of t
chains. This is the case, for example, in various biologica
interesting problems, where complex molecules diffu
along a flexible, fluctuating surface such as the membra
solvent interface. Such studies, where the two kinds
memory effects are competing and their relative importa
is to be examined, would be most interesting but are bey
the scope of the present work.
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